ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Cognitive impairment is typical of multiple sclerosis (MS) and can be found in 40 to 65% of the patients (1) . According to some researchers, even up to 70% of the MS population is affected by cognitive impairment (2) . The cognitive profile of MS patients is dominated by disturbances of information processing speed, episodic memory, and some aspects of executive dysfunction (3) . Literature reports pro-vide evidence of heterogeneity in the cognitive performance among patients, which reflects the influence of the clinical course of the disease, but also of numerous factors such as genetics, sex, intelligence, neuropsychiatric comorbidity, etc (3) . Because of the characteristic cognitive profile, showing differences from that in Alzheimer's disease and other frequent disorders presenting with dementia, specific neuropsychological instruments are subject to research and application in MS (1).
The Rey-Osterrieth complex figure test (ROCFT) was introduced by the Swiss psychologist André Rey in 1941, and standardized by Paul-Alexandre Osterrieth in 1944 (4, 5) . To do the test, subjects are required to copy a complex figure with 18 elements first, and then to draw the same figure by memory. Different cognitive functions can thus be examined, including visuospatial abilities, memory, attention, and executive functions (6, 7) . Visuospatial construction is a complex cognitive process which includes several components: purely constructional, visuoperceptual, attention-related and decision making (8) . Executive functions are known to influence the encoding and retrieval of visuospatial information (9) . Graphical confabulations have been described during the drawing from memory component of ROCFT, the complex figure being drawn as a church, a fish, a human figure, etc. by patients with dementia (10) . Such confabulations are thought to result mainly from the deficit of visual memory.
ROCFT is classically used in dementia and mild cognitive impairment (11) . It has been reported that the addition of a nonverbal memory and executive functioning test, such as ROCFT, to the standard mini-mental state examination could improve the detection of mild cognitive impairment (12) . Moreover, in a study of nondemented older adults, ROCFT reproduction score was found to correlate moderately with hippocampal volumes (13) . The test has also been used for assessment of specific cognitive disturbances in other disorders. Garcia-Casares et al. assessed patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus and found that they performed weaker than control subjects (14) . Park et al. included the test in their protocol for assessment of children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (15), while Martens et al. used it for studying the neurocognitive development of children (16) . According to Schreiber et al.
the test can detect persisting executive dysfunction in adults with ADHD (17) . Using ROCFT, Heled et al. found executive dysfunction in patients with anorexia nervosa, even after restoration of weight (18) . In a recent study of MS patients, using ROCFT as one of the neuropsychological instruments in a hippocampal dysfunction-oriented battery, together with volumetric assessment, Longoni et al. demonstrated that damage to the CA1 and subiculum was significantly correlated to test performance (19) . Ge et al. used ROCFT in a neuropsychological test battery in patients with MS and found a moderate but significant correlation between the magnetic field correlation value in the thalamus and the test results (20) . Gmeindl and Courtney also included ROCFT in their study of spatial working memory in MS (21) . The test was administered to MS patients and control participants and revealed significant differences between groups, but only in the time required for its completion. Liguori et al. investigated visuospatial memory in MS patients using a battery of tests including ROCFT with immediate and delayed recall (22) . ROCFT was among the instruments which showed significant differences between the cognitive performances of patients and controls. Moreover, grey matter volumes of MS patients were positively correlated to ROCFT scores.
According to Yamashita et al., handedness may influence test performance which can be lower if the non-dominant hand is used in the copy trial, regardless of the hand used during the drawing by memory task (23) . The authors underline the clinical importance of this finding, particularly in patients who draw using their non-dominant hand because of motor deficit of the dominant one, which can be the case in some patients with MS.
Different scoring systems have been developed for the ROCFT (24) (25) (26) (27) . Among the most commonly used are the classical Osterrieth 36-point system and the Boston Qualitative Scoring System (BQSS). The latter includes five different scores: Planning, Fragmentation, Neatness, Perseveration, and Organization (28) . In a study of Elderkin-Thompson et al. the BQSS summary drawing scores correlated well with the Osterrieth summary scores (24) . ROCFT score may be influenced by age, gender, and intelligence (29) . The order in which the figure is drawn can also be monitored. Usually this is done using pen switching or the flowchart method (30) .
Alternatives to ROCF have been developed, such as the Modified Taylor Complex Figure  ( MTCF), which is considered similar to ROCF in terms of copy and recall scores (31), unlike the original Taylor Complex Figure, which may be easier to recall than the ROCFT (32) .
The aim of the present study is to evaluate the applicability of ROCFT for assessing cognitive disturbance in patients with MS, by comparison with the results of a control group.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
One hundred and two individuals, 70 patients with MS and 32 healthy control subjects were assessed using ROCFT. They were recruited among the inpatients of First neurological clinic, St. Marina University Hospital, Varna, Bulgaria. Informed consent form was signed by all participants. The test was completed by initial copying of the complex figure, followed by drawing by memory after a three-minute interval. The traditional method for scoring by points and percentiles was used for both trials. First, each of the 18 elements of the complex figure was scored individually with a maximum of 2 points if drawn and placed correctly, 1 point if drawn correctly but placed improperly or drawn incorrectly but recognizable and placed properly, 0.5 points if drawn incorrectly but recognizable and placed poorly, and 0 points if absent or not recognizable. Results for the single elements were then summed up to obtain a score for the whole figure, up to 36 points. Scores were converted into percentiles according to conversion tables for the copy and memory trials. The time for completion and the order in which the figure was drawn by the subjects were not taken into account in this study.
The results of both groups of participants, MS patients and healthy subjects, were compared statistically using independent samples t-test.
RESULTS
The test was completed by all participants. On the copying task patients obtained 33.3±6.3 points, while the control group scored 35.4±1.3 points, the maximum score being 36. The differences between the two groups reached statistical significance, p<0.05. After the results were grouped by percentiles, statistical significance was higher, p<0.001. On the drawing by memory task patients scored 19.7±7.2 points, and control subjects scored 24.5±6.7 points. The differences between the two groups were statistically significant, p<0.01. Patients and controls did not differ significantly regarding age and level of education (P>0.05).
The original Rey-Osterrieth figure, as well as examples of copying and drawing by memory by representatives of the patients and the control group are shown on Fig.1-4 .
DISCUSSION
In this study we have applied a well-known neuropsychological instrument in patients with MS and control subjects. Even though its properties of assessing visuospatial abilities, memory, attention, and executive functions, correspond to the cognitive functions which are considered impaired in multiple sclerosis, its use in this domain is not widespread.
In order to simplify the test administration and scoring, we did not take into account the order in which the figure was drawn, and used the traditional scoring method, instead of more complicated scoring systems. We found it to be easy to use, yet informative. In the population we assessed, ROCFT demonstrated statistically significant differences between patients with MS and healthy subjects, the most pronounced being figure copying, scored according to the method of the percentiles, and drawing by memory. We therefore encourage not only the use of raw scores, but also their conversion into percentiles, as this could complement the results. Such findings motivate an extensive use of the instrument in studies of cognitive impairment in MS. The application of ROCFT would provide valuable information about the specific cognitive impairment that develops in the course of the disease. 
